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Purpose: Physician adoption of online medical services (OMS) has been hastened by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, but their adoption willingness still requires to be improved. This study 
aims to construct a physician’s OMS adoption willingness model based on the information- 
motivation-behavioral skill (IMB) theory, explore the determinants affecting adoption will-
ingness and its influencing pathways, and evaluate the moderating effects of OMS use 
experience on willingness through multi-group analysis.
Participants and Methods: A cross-sectional survey was conducted among physicians in three 
public hospitals of Jiangsu province, China, from June to July 2020, using a multi-stage sampling 
method. Structural equation modeling was applied to analyze the valid data from 531 respondents.
Results: Physicians’ willingness to adopt OMS was at a moderate level, with an average 
score of 14.27±3.34 (range: 4–20). The behavior model for physician’s OMS adoption 
willingness fitted well. Information (In), motivation (Mo), and behavioral skill (BS) 
explained 69% of the variance in adoption willingness (AW). Information could only exert 
completely indirect effect on willingness via behavioral skills (b = 0.202, 95% CI[0.122, 
0.314]); motivation could both generate direct effect (β=0.368, p < 0.001) and partial indirect 
effect on willingness via behavioral skills (b = 0.160, 95% CI[0.092, 0.248]); and behavioral 
skills had a positive effect on willingness (β=0.424, p < 0.001). Furthermore, OMS use 
experience showed a significant moderating effect on the Mo → AW pathway, with inexper-
ienced physicians’ willingness being significantly stronger influenced by motivation com-
pared to experienced ones.
Conclusion: Findings from this study revealed the role of IMB model in interpreting and 
predicting physicians’ willingness to adopt OMS and the moderating effect of uptake 
experience, providing practitioners with a theoretical foundation and intervention framework 
for supporting OMS development efforts.
Keywords: online medical services, physician, information-motivation-behavioral skills 
(IMB) model, structural equation modeling

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic posed great challenges to health-care services.1 When 
conventional medical services are unavailable, online medical services (OMS) can 
deliver varieties of essential treatments via Internet. OMS refers to a new sort of 
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health service mode formed by taking the Internet as the 
carrier, information technology as the means and deep 
integration with traditional medical and health services. It 
contains a variety of medical services, such as disease 
consultation, telemedicine, online re-examination, chronic 
disease management, health management, rehabilitation 
guidance, etc.2,3 Profited by its cross-time-and-space con-
venience merits, it not only promoted the allocation of 
medical resources and solved the dilemma of medical 
inconvenience for non-COVID-19 patients, but also con-
tained the spread of the pandemic.4 Telemedicine, in 
Hollander’s opinion, is a near-perfect solution to cope 
with COVID-19.5 In China, despite the increased utiliza-
tion of OMS driven by the COVID-19 pandemic,6 the 
overall utilization rate continues to be poor. According to 
the China Internet Network Information Center,3,7,8 before 
the COVID-19 pandemic, China had only 195 million 
OMS users; during the pandemic, it grew to 276 million; 
but it fell to 239 million in the post-pandemic era. And 
OMS was used by 26.6%, 29.4%, and 23.7% of Internet 
users at these three points, respectively. Thus, the utiliza-
tion of OMS needs to be improved.

Physicians are the stakeholders and main users of 
OMS. They serve as gatekeepers, deciding whether or 
not to provide OMS; and their sentiments towards OMS 
profoundly influence the development of OMS.9 As 
a result, boosting physicians’ preparedness to embrace 
OMS appears to be a vital initial step in furthering OMS 
development. Hence, research is greatly needed to estab-
lish the determinants that influence physicians’ willingness 
to use OMS for targeted intervention.

Some researchers have already applied health behavior 
theories to explain physicians’ readiness to adopt OMS. 
Rho et al, for example, using technology acceptance 
model (TAM), pointed out that perceived usefulness and 
ease of use can significantly promote physicians’ teleme-
dicine uptake intention;9 Using improved TAM, Saigi- 
Rubio et al discovered that medical expenses, information 
security, and patients’ attitudes all affect physicians’ will-
ingness to use OMS;10 In their application of the theory of 
planned behavior (TPB), Pikkemaat et al found that atti-
tude and perceived behavior control were important pre-
dictors of willingness to use telemedicine.11 Most of these 
aforementioned theories studied the behavior from the 
standpoint of individuals adopting new technologies, 
with a focus on individual attitudes and perceptions. 
However, other factors, like how well physicians are 

aware of OMS-related information,12 may also have an 
impact on OMS uptake.

Fisher et al proposed that three elements primarily 
influence behavior in their information-motivation- 
behavioral skill (IMB) model. In these factors, informa-
tion is highly relevant to behaviors, the motivations drive 
the occurrence of behaviors (individual attitudes and 
subjective norms), and the behavioral skills are required 
to implement behaviors.13 These three can not only have 
direct effects on behavior, in which information and 
motivation can also indirectly influence behavior via 
behavioral skills.13 This model has been used by many 
researchers to investigate a wide range of health 
behaviors.14–17 But to the best of our knowledge, no 
previous studies have applied it in the field of OMS 
research. Whether physicians are willing to adopt OMS 
is the subject of the health behavior research. As a result, 
we intend to use it as a framework to build an IMB 
hypothesis model of physicians’ propensity to embrace 
OMS (Figure 1) and test it with existing data.

Taking into account important moderating variables aids 
in a better understanding of causation. According to Duplaga 
et al, nurses’ prior experience in information technology is 
the main determinant in their acceptance of e-health 
solutions;18 While Pynoo et al discovered that doctors’ 
acceptance of picture archiving and communication systems 
is unaffected by experience.19 Kuo et al emphasized the 
effects of previous telemedicine experience, and they were 
able to demonstrate that the presence or absence of experi-
ence affected physicians’ telemedicine perception and inten-
tion differently.20 Evidence from these studies suggests that 
the OMS use experience may be an important moderating 
factor. Hence, in this study, it is included as a moderating 
variable in the model of this study.

Specifically, we employed the structural equation model-
ing (SEM) to verify: (1) whether the hypothetical model is 
established and to investigate the determinants and pathways 
of physician’s OMS adoption willingness (2) moderating 
effects of OMS use experience on the relationship between 
IMB factors and physician’s adoption willingness.

Materials and Methods
Design and Sample
We used multistage stratified sampling to perform a cross- 
sectional survey on the physicians’ OMS utilization in 
Jiangsu province, China, from June to July 2020. Jiangsu 
province, located in the coastal area of eastern China, is a city 
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with high economic and medical levels. To begin with, three 
prefecture-level cities from Jiangsu’s southern, central, and 
northern regions were selected by their geographic location 
and economic status. Second, a tertiary public hospital was 
randomly selected from each city. Thus, a total of three 
hospitals were selected. Thirdly, the qualified physicians 
(excluded interns) were recruited from each hospital.

After the qualified physicians agreed to participate in 
this investigation, the specially trained investigators dis-
tributed the questionnaire and instructed them how to 
understand the self-administered questionnaire and fill it 
out within 20 minutes. We determined the sample size 
according to the criterion of 1:10 observations per 
indicator,21 and taken into account 15% of invalid ques-
tionnaires. Because the questionnaire lists 23 observed 
variables, a minimum sample size of 318 was required. 
Therefore, a total of 550 respondents received survey 
questionnaires. After excluding the invalid questionnaires 
that were not completely filled out or had obvious logic 
errors, a total of 531 (more than the minimum sample size) 
were finally included in the analysis. The effective 
response rate was 96.5%. Oral informed consent was 
approved by the Ethics Review Committee of Nanjing 
Medical University.

Measures
Basic Information
This section included demographic characteristics (gender, 
age, education, working years, job title, specialty) and 
OMS use experience (Have you ever used OMS?). 

“Experienced” physicians were defined as those who had 
used any service function within the scope of the OMS 
definition.

Scale Questionnaire Based on IMB Model
This section of the measure was self-designed with refer-
ence to some relevant studies and government 
documents,10,22–24 as well as the review comments and 
suggestions of experts. The scale has 16 items (Table S1), 
comprising four subscales: information, motivation, beha-
vioral skills, and adoption willingness. Each subscale con-
tains four items respectively. The information subscale 
consists of information related to carrying out OMS, eg, 
“Physicians can register multiple online medical platforms 
at the same time”; the motivation subscale assesses physi-
cians’ personal and social motivations (subjective norms) 
for OMS, eg, “I think performing OMS can broaden my 
medical business”; the behavioral skills subscale is con-
cerned with the skills required to carry out OMS, eg, “I 
can independently use OMS to provide diagnosis and treat-
ment services for patients”; and the adoption willingness 
subscale is used to measure the willingness to adopt OMS, 
eg, “I have a high probability of using OMS in the future”. 
Regarding the information subscale, the answer options of 
each item are assigned to the corresponding scores accord-
ing to a 5-level Likert scale: 1 = “absolutely unknown”, 2 = 
“unknown”, 3 = “a little known”, 4 = “mostly known”, and 
5 = “absolutely known”. Similarly, for remaining three 
subscales, the answer options are set as: 1 = “absolutely 
disagree”, 2 = “disagree”, 3 = “a little agree”, 4 = “mostly 
agree”, and 5 = “absolutely agree”. Each subscale has 

1: OMS-related
information

4: OMS adoption 
willingness

2: OMS adoption 
motivation

3: OMS-related 
behavioral skills

++

+

+

+

Figure 1 Conceptual framework of physician’s OMS adoption willingness based on IMB model. 
Notes: Pathway tests: “+” represents the positive relationships between IMB factors and OMS adoption willingness. Mediation tests: Test 1 (1—>3—>4) and Test 2 (2—>3—>4). 
Abbreviation: OMS, online medical services.
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a total score range of 4–20. A higher score signals higher 
level of information mastery, greater OMS adoption moti-
vation, more OMS operation skills, and stronger OMS 
adoption willingness.

The Cronbach’s α coefficients of the four subscales 
range from 0.799 to 0.925. For the entire scale, the 
Cronbach’s α coefficient is 0.931, the Kaiser-Meyer- 
Olkin (KMO) value is 0.929, and the p value of 
Bartlett’s test is <0.001. The scale has good reliability 
and validity.

Data Analysis
The SPSS 25.0 software was used for performing descrip-
tive statistics, Pearson’s correlation analysis, and t-test. 
The AMOS 23.0 software was applied to perform max-
imum likelihood SEM to test the hypothesis model devel-
oped in this study.

In SEM, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was 
employed to ensure that each measurement model was 
valid. The factor loadings (>0.6 acceptable), composite 
reliability (CR, >0.7 acceptable), and average variance 
extracted (AVE, >0.5 acceptable) were used to evaluate 
the pros and cons of the measurement model.25 In struc-
tural model, we tested the direct and indirect effects of the 
IMB components on the OMS adoption willingness. The 
significance of the indirect effect (namely behavioral 
skills’ mediating effect) is judged by running the bias- 
corrected bootstrap for 5000 times to obtain a 95% con-
fidence interval (CI); if the CI does not contain zero, the 
indirect effect is significant.26

To see if OMS use experience had a moderating influ-
ence, we performed SEM multi-group analysis. First, we 
compared the experienced and inexperienced groups’ fac-
tor loading equivalence of the measurement models. Then, 
under the constraints of equal factor loadings and struc-
tural pathways, we looked to see if the proposed model 
differed significantly different between the two groups; if 
p < 0.05, then moderating effect existed.26 Next, signifi-
cance comparison on direct path differences between the 
two groups is determined by the parameter critical ratios 
for differences (CRD). An absolute CRD value higher than 
1.965 indicates that there is a significant difference at p < 
0.05 level. The behavioral skills’ moderated mediation 
was tested by calculating the 95% bias-corrected CI of 
the mediating effect difference value between the two 
groups.26

All of our data met the criteria for univariate normality 
(skew <2.0 and kurtosis <0.7). But it did not obey 

multivariate normality, since the multivariate kurtosis’ cri-
tical ratio is 50.966, higher than 5.27 Violation of multi-
variate normality results in an overestimation of χ2 and 
a deterioration in model fit.28 Therefore, we performed 
5000 times Bollen-Stine bootstrap procedure to correct 
the model fit. The model fit was evaluated by the follow-
ing indicators:29 Goodness-of-Fit Index (GFI), Adjust 
Goodness-of-Fit Index (AGFI), and Comparative Fit 
Index (CFI) (recommended to be >0.9, but >0.8 accepta-
ble); Root Mean-Square Error of Approximation 
(RMSEA) (recommended to be <0.08). The determinate 
coefficient R2 should generally be higher than 0.33 (as 
recommended, (0.19 (small), 0.33 (medium), 0.67 
(high)).30

The significance level was set at α = 0.05.

Results
Basic Characteristics
Of the 531 valid respondents, 51.0% were male and 49.0% 
were female, with an average age of 35.0±7.1 years. The 
education level was dominated by masters, accounting for 
253 (47.6%). Regarding job title, attending physicians 
accounted for the largest proportion (192 (36.2%)). Two 
hundred and seventy-four physicians (51.6%) reported 
ever using OMS. The mean scores of each IMB construct 
(range: 4–20) were at a moderate level: information (12.90 
±3.26), motivation (13.59±3.22), behavioral skills (12.98 
±3.53) and adoption willingness (14.27±3.34) (Table 1).

Results of Bivariate Correlations and 
Comparison Tests
Information (r = 0.450), motivation (r = 0.693), and beha-
vioral skills (r = 0.657) all had significant correlations with 
OMS adoption willingness (p < 0.01) (Table 2). In com-
parison to inexperienced physicians, experienced physi-
cians had higher information (t = 6.939), motivation (t = 
3.951), behavioral skills (t = 8.098), and adoption will-
ingness (t = 5.703) p < 0.001 (Table 3).

Measurement Model
The CFA results revealed that observed variables can 
reflect the corresponding IMB constructs well. The factor 
loading ranges of the four constructs were information 
(0.639–0.777), motivation (0.706–0.875), behavioral skills 
(0.740–0.877), and adoption willingness (0.830–0.902); all 
these factor loadings were significant. All latent facets had 
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good internal consistency (CR >0.7) and convergent valid-
ity (AVE >0.5) (Table S2).

Structural Model
The structural model fitted well: χ2=304.045, df =98, 
CFI=0.965, GFI=0.932, AGFI=0.906, RMSEA=0.063. In 

Table 4 and Figure 2. For the full sample model, motiva-
tion (β=0.495) and behavioral skills (β=0.424) could 
directly and positively affect physicians’ OMS adoption 
willingness, but information could not directly affect it, 
p<0.001. Information (β=0.431) and motivation (β=0.368) 
can also directly and positively influence behavioral skills, 
p<0.001. Both information (b=0.202, 95% CI [0.122, 
0.314]) and motivation (b=0.160, 95% CI [0.092, 0.248]) 
can affect OMS adoption willingness indirectly via beha-
vioral skills, as shown in Table 5. Information had 
a complete indirect effect, while motivation showed 
a partial one. Information and motivation accounted for 
49% of the variance in behavioral skills; and information, 
motivation, and behavioral skills accounted for 69% of the 
variance in OMS adoption willingness.

Multi-Group Analysis of OMS Use 
Experience
The path results of the OMS experience subgroup are 
shown in Table 5 and Figure 3. The two groups’ factor 
loadings were equivalent at the measurement level (p = 
0.768). The testing results from constrained model with 
equal factor loadings and path coefficients revealed 
a statistically significant difference between the two 
experience groups (p = 0.020). That is, OMS use experi-
ence had significant moderating effect.

In Figure 3, both the Mo—>AW pathway coefficients 
in experienced (β=0.382) and inexperienced (β=0.588) 
group were significant, p < 0.001. In addition, there is 
a significant difference between the two groups in the 
Mo—>AW pathway (CRD = 2.901, p < 0.05). That is, 
the direct association between Mo—>AW was moder-
ated by the OMS use experience, as seen by the fact that 

Table 1 Basic Characteristics

Items N/ 
Mean

%/SD

Gender Male 271 51

Female 260 49

Age (years)a 35.05 7.05
Education Junior college or below 2 0.4

Undergraduate 147 27.7

Postgraduate 253 47.6
Doctorate 121 22.8

Post-doctorate 8 1.5
Working years <5 183 34.5

5–10 137 25.8

10–15 83 15.6
>15 128 24.1

Job title Resident physician 159 29.9

Attending physician 192 36.2
Deputy chief physician 125 23.5

Chief physician 55 10.4

Specialty Surgery 151 28.4
Internal medicine 192 36.2

Gynecology and obstetrics 38 7.2

Pediatrics 18 3.4
Traditional Chinese 

medicine

12 2.3

General practitioners 5 0.9
Others 115 21.7

OMS use 

experience

Experienced 274 51.6

Inexperienced 257 48.4
IMB constructsa Information 12.90 3.26

Motivation 13.59 3.22

Behavioral skills 12.98 3.53
Adoption willingness 14.27 3.34

Note: aAge and IMB constructs were displayed in Mean and SD. 
Abbreviation: OMS, online medical services.

Table 2 Bivariate Correlations Among IMB Constructs

IMB Constructs 1 2 3 4

1. Information 1.000 0.467** 0.546** 0.450**
2. Motivation 1.000 0.550** 0.693**

3. Behavioral skills 1.000 0.657**

4. Adoption willingness 1.000

Note: ** Refers to P < 0.01.

Table 3 Comparison of IMB Constructs on OMS Use 
Experience Groups

IMB Constructs OMS Use 
Experience

Mean SD t

Information Experienced 13.81 3.23 6.939***

Inexperienced 11.93 3.00
Motivation Experienced 14.12 3.24 3.951***

Inexperienced 13.03 3.10

Behavioral skills Experienced 14.11 3.26 8.098***
Inexperienced 11.77 3.41

Adoption willingness Experienced 15.04 3.12 5.703***
Inexperienced 13.44 3.38

Note: *** Refers to P < 0.001. 
Abbreviation: OMS, online medical services.
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inexperienced physicians’ motivation had a stronger 
positive impact on adoption willingness compared with 
experienced ones. Furthermore, there was a significant 
difference in the In—>AW route between the two groups 
(CRD = 2.422, p < 0.05). Although experience moder-
ated the In—>AW relationship, the information showed 
no significant effect on adoption willingness in both 
groups. The remaining direct paths between the two 
groups were not significantly different.

The mediation effect difference value of information 
between the two groups was not significant (diff b=−0.157, 
95% CI [−0.408, 0.018]). The same goes for motivation 
(diff b= 0.018, 95% CI [−0.127, 0.178]). That is, the OMS 
usage experience did not moderate the mediation effect on 
behavioral skills.

Discussion
In this study, physicians’ OMS adoption willingness 
showed a moderate level. It is similar to some previous 

findings. For example, a study in Senegal showed that 
physicians’ willingness to utilize telemedicine was 
moderate;31 Hu and Chau found that physicians working 
in public tertiary hospitals had a moderate intention to 
use telemedicine technology.32 In the current promotion 
of Internet medicine, it is vital to pay attention to 
improving physician’s uptake intention. Using IMB 
model, we explored the determinants of physicians’ 
OMS adoption willingness and examined the route inter-
action between these factors. The high R2 value (0.69) 
indicated a great explanatory power of these factors. 
Meanwhile, the applicability of the proposed model was 
supported by the good model fit. Furthermore, due to 
diverse OMS use experiences, several route outcomes 
revealed some fluctuation. These findings offer fresh 
insights into how to boost physicians’ OMS adoption 
willingness.

Unlike Fisher’s IMB model,13 the OMS-related infor-
mation showed only a completely indirect effect on 

Table 4 Results of Structural Model for Full Sample and OMS Use Experience Subgroups

Model Paths Full Sample Experienced Subgroup Inexperienced Subgroup

β b S.E. C.R. β b S.E. C.R. β b S.E. C.R.

BS<–In 0.431 0.466 0.061 7.621*** 0.322 0.297 0.069 4.277*** 0.457 0.651 0.129 5.063***

BS<–Mo 0.368 0.369 0.051 7.196*** 0.419 0.387 0.07 5.553*** 0.356 0.339 0.068 4.95***
AW<–In −0.006 −0.01 0.052 −0.122 0.077 0.07 0.059 1.182 −0.06 −0.102 0.108 −0.944

AW<–Mo 0.495 0.508 0.049 10.352*** 0.382 0.352 0.065 5.456*** 0.588 0.631 0.071 8.873***

AW<–BS 0.424 0.434 0.052 8.303*** 0.431 0.429 0.072 6.005*** 0.388 0.437 0.082 5.328***

Note: ***Refers to P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: OMS, online medical services; In, information; Mo, motivation; BS, behavioral skills; AW, adoption willingness; β, standardized coefficient; b, unstandardized 
coefficient; S.E., standard error; CR, critical ratio.

OMS-related
information

OMS adoption 
willingness
(R2=0.67)

OMS adoption 
motivation

OMS-related 
behavioral skills

(R2=0.49)

0.431***

0.368***

0.424***

-0.006 ns

0.495***

Figure 2 Standardized structural model of OMS adoption willingness (full sample). 
Note: ***Refers to P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: OMS, online medical services; ns, non-significant.
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adoption willingness via behavioral skills, rather than 
a direct effect. Previous studies have shown that if the 
behavior is particularly complex, the direct pathway of 
information effects on behavior would not exert.33,34 

OMS is a relatively young technology as a revolutionary 
health service paradigm. Furthermore, various types of 
OMS involved different operational techniques. 
Telemedicine, for example, necessitates a thorough under-
standing of modern communication technology, computer 
multimedia, and other equipment; online rehabilitation 
counseling requires mastering the various operating func-
tions provided by the online medical platform, etc. Thus, 
users need to be proficient in multiple operating skills. 
This could explain the mechanism of information on adop-
tion willingness. Information is a necessary condition for 
generating behavior.35 Although our study does not indi-
cate a direct association between information and adoption 
willingness, it did show that information can influence 
behavioral skills. Furthermore, this study showed that 
physicians had only a moderate knowledge of OMS- 
related information. Therefore, strengthening the visibility 
and popularization of OMS-related information among 
physicians is essential.

Even with abundant information and proficient beha-
vioral skills, strong motivation is still required to produce 
and maintain behaviors.36 Our findings supported the direct 
and indirect effect of motivation on adoption willingness, as 
predicted by IMB. Physicians with a high level of motivation 
were more likely to have relevant behavioral skills and, 
further, were more likely to have OMS uptake intention. 
Several other researchers have also confirmed this positive 
association between them.37–39 This finding suggests that 

enhancing physicians’ motivation regarding adopting OMS 
is also a profitable measure. In this paradigm, motivation in 
this model includes both personal motivation and social 
motivation. The benefits of conducting OMS, such as 
expanding business and boosting efficiency, prompt physi-
cians’ willingness to use.40,41 Incentives from peers and 
patients can also strengthen their desire to adopt. For exam-
ple, Shoaib et al found that reasons for health-care profes-
sionals to use e-health are being recommended by peers and 
experts;42 Han et al claimed that better communication with 
patients through m-health had an incentive effect.43 As 
a result, tailored interventions can be considered for boosting 
both personal motivation and social motivation. For exam-
ple, to publicize OMS’s benefits, to increase incentive 
mechanism on physicians, and to urge those who work with 
physicians to play a positive role (ie, peers, patients).

A positive association between behavioral skills and 
adoption willingness was also discovered in this study. 
Familiarity with skills can facilitate physicians’ uptake will-
ingness. This is consistent with the findings of prior 
studies.44,45 A lack of skills in conducting OMS has been 
identified as a major impediment for physicians in numerous 
research.46–48 To conduct OMS, it demands more than just 
basic operational skills (ie, proficiently using electronic 
devices and website functions). Physicians must also need 
to coordinate their online and offline working time and own 
adequate self-efficacy to overcome difficulties encountered 
during the OMS process.37 Given that behavioral skills also 
act as a mediator, it exerts a critical role in affecting OMS 
adoption willingness. Hence, enhancing physicians’ beha-
vioral skills is a key measure, and practitioners should place 
great emphasis on the intervention of behavioral skills.

Table 5 Direct and Indirect Effects and 95% Confidence Intervals (CI)

Model 
Pathways

Full Sample Experienced Subgroup Inexperienced Subgroup

Estimate 95% CI Estimate 95% CI Estimate 95% CI

Lower Upper Lower Upper Lower Upper

Direct effect
In>AW −0.006 −0.139 0.121 0.070 −0.095 0.243 −0.102 −0.335 0.115

Mo>AW 0.508 0.397 0.630 0.352 0.181 0.55 0.631 0.496 0.772
Indirect effect
In>BS>AW 0.202 0.122 0.314 0.128 0.040 0.258 0.285 0.148 0.516

Mo>BS>AW 0.160 0.092 0.248 0.166 0.067 0.314 0.148 0.077 0.256
Total effect
In total 0.196 0.081 0.312 0.198 0.050 0.340 0.183 −0.010 0.450

Mo total 0.668 0.551 0.785 0.518 0.360 0.697 0.779 0.617 0.946

Abbreviations: In, information; Mo, motivation; BS, behavioral skills; AW, adoption willingness.
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Finally, the multi-group analysis results of OMS use 
experience displayed that the aforementioned information 
and behavioral skills results were applicable for both physi-
cians with and without experience. However, it showed 
a moderating effect on the pathway between motivation and 
willingness. Similar to Kuo et al’s findings,20 inexperienced 
physicians’ adoption willingness was significantly stronger 
influenced by motivation compared to experienced physicians. 
Older staff members may be more likely to have relevant 
experience using OMS. However, previous studies have 
shown that years of work experience was negatively correlated 
with physicians’ telemedicine uptake willingness.31 That 
implies, older staffs could be less eager to engage with 
OMS. This may explain why experienced physicians are less 
impacted by motivation than inexperienced physicians. This 
finding may serve as a reminder that experienced physicians 
can be fully leveraged to persuade inexperienced physicians of 
the advantages and benefits of using OMS, so as to arouse 
interest and even desire to adopt OMS.

Several limitations: first, the respondents were enrolled 
from tertiary public hospitals. Therefore, extending the results 
to physicians in secondary hospitals or primary medical units 
may be erroneous. In subsequent research, the sample popula-
tion can be expanded to validate the results among physicians 
in other hospital types. Second, the information was gathered 
using a cross-sectional survey, which can only indicate 
a connection observed at a single time point and cannot estab-
lish a strong causal relationship. This requires further long-
itudinal study to verify. Third, OMS contains a wide variety of 
types. Different types of OMS functions may have been ham-
pered by different obstacles. We just looked at the broad 

determinants of OMS; the influencing factors of specific 
OMS types need to be further investigated. Also, our classifi-
cation of “experience” is a little nebulous. The potential influ-
ence of physicians’ differing OMS usage experience with 
telemedicine programs might confound the result. Fourth, the 
COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in a temporary surge in the 
utilization of OMS in China. This study was conducted during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, and did not examine 
how physicians’ uptake willingness change in the COVID-19 
post-pandemic era. Therefore, further research is needed to 
determine the lasting impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on 
physicians’ OMS uptake willingness.

Conclusion
In summary, based on the IMB model, this study is the first 
to propose and test the determinants of physicians’ OMS 
adoption willingness, as well as the mechanism among these 
factors. It offered a theoretical foundation and intervention 
framework for supporting OMS development efforts; and it 
also enriched the existing application of IMB model in the 
field of behavioral research. In addition, it revealed 
a moderating effect of physicians’ OMS experience on the 
relationship between motivation and willingness to use 
OMS. In terms of practical application, findings from this 
study provide practitioners fresh insights to more effectively 
boosting the development of OMS.
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OMS-related
information

OMS adoption 
willingness

(R2=0.60/0.70)

OMS adoption 
motivation

OMS-related 
behavioral skills
(R2=0.42/0.50)

0.322***/ 0.457***

0.419***/ 0.356***

0.431***/ 0.388***

0.382***/ 0.588***

0.077 ns/ -0.060 ns

Figure 3 Standardized structural model of OMS adoption willingness (group comparison by OMS use experience). 
Notes: Structural model with standardized estimates for experienced/inexperienced groups. The paths in bold yield significant differences between the two groups. 
***Refers to P < 0.001. 
Abbreviations: OMS, online medical services; ns, non-significant.
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